
Sparklers as a hostess gift
Instructions No. 1726

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 20 Minutes

When inviting guests for New Year's Eve, you naturally want to decorate your home according to the occasion or delight your
guests with small details. After all, it should sparkle everywhere. So why not just leave a present for everyone? Of course,
the wrapped sparklers are also wonderfully suited as a small gift, if you are invited yourself, or just for in between.

First cut the natural cardboard according to the length of the sparklers. Make sure that they are long enough and leave
enough space for decoration 

Now cut at least two cross sections into the cardboard with the help of a cutter. These should not be too close to the edge
and positioned in such a way that the sparklers can be pushed through with the lower end of the wire. If the sparklers are
too loose, you can fix them with an adhesive strip on the back 

Once the sparklers have found the right place, you can decorate and decorate as you like. For example, you can stamp
different motifs on clay or linen cardboard and then cut or punch them out. You can also colour the stamped motifs as you
wish 

From the Foam sheets other basic shapes can be punched or cut, which you can then combine with the stamped motifs and
stick to the cardboard. Finally, you can decorate the sparkler packaging with the decorative string.

Must Have

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/newsletter/


Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

862097-01 Natural cardboard "Stars"Gold 1

706681-00 Craft cardboard sheetWhite 1

443227-01 VBS Glitter-Foam sheetsClassic 1

718936 Clear Stamps "Frohes Fest" 1

543583-05 Ink PadsBlack 1

291439-02 Decoration cord MetallicGold 1

Natural cardboard "Stars", Gold

3,59 €
(1 m2 = 10,26 €)

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/natural-cardboard-stars-a193477/
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